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<the overview as emergent extra chapter>

http://www.777true.net/Part_5_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering

Above all,energy problem is the highest priority at now than climate debates the ended.

Following chapters are not here at this time, but scheduled in hereafter.
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＝what's going on ?!!!!.
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2013/6/16,7/14.

Coming climate change would rule the world,however IPCCIPCCIPCC

IPCC

the most responsible UN org

will not work well !!! ,and thethethe

the
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So,author strongly

recommend re-verificationre-verificationre-verification

re-verification

on climate science superficially vague,but substantialy decisive

by techno-sciencetechno-sciencetechno-science

techno-science
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field
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the non-ipcc.In order to quickquickquick

quick

learninglearninglearning

learning

,

summary of the physical foundations and many concerned informations are presented.

http://www.777true.net/Part_5_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering
http://www.777true.net/Part_5_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering
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and possiblepossiblepossible

possible

countercountercounter
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measuremeasuremeasure

measure

againstagainstagainst
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corruptingcorruptingcorrupting

corrupting

So far author has been inverstigagted,climate debate on thethethe

the

substantialsubstantialsubstantial

substantial

scientificalscientificalscientifical

scientifical

predictionspredictionspredictions

predictions

had already endedendedended

ended

,but the overwhelming judgement and thethethe

the

countercountercounter

counter

measuremeasuremeasure

measure

have not yet revealed to global public.The fatality is here and the aim of this report.

-thethethe

the

substantialsubstantialsubstantial

substantial

scientificalscientificalscientifical

scientifical

predictionpredictionprediction

prediction

-
⑴Manmade global warming had been proved evident both by the observations and theory.

⑵Conserving now emission would cause about 1℃/30yr.This is decisivelydecisivelydecisively

decisively

nothingnothingnothing

nothing

reliefereliefereliefe

reliefe

.

Even 0-emission0-emission0-emission

0-emission

would cause about max 0.3℃/30yr,even which could not be told safe.
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Arctic sea flor reserves mass destructive thermal bombs called MethaneMethaneMethane

Methane

ClathrateClathrateClathrate

Clathrate

(MC).

Destiny of the world depends also on icelicelicel

icel
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.Already albedoalbedoalbedo

albedo

feedbackfeedbackfeedback

feedback

have begun!!.(ice extent retreat increses solar heat input,which accelerate more ice retreat)

Arctic ocean warming of 1℃ would be fatal to trigger MC bomb into fireballfireballfireball

fireball

earthearthearth

earth

(～2040).

Only by emergent geo-engineering of ArcticArcticArctic

Arctic

CoolingCoolingCooling

Cooling

can stop the albedo feedback !!!.

⑷Coldest Arctic warming is to push outward more coldcoldcold

cold
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,while hottest equator push

more heatheatheat

heat

waveswaveswaves

waves

, both are heat exchanging between both region and become alternatively
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to be strongerstrongerstronger

stronger
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storms

,floodsfloodsfloods

floods

,and draughtsdraughtsdraughts

draughts

.Collsion of cold and hot air

mass would cause climate more wild at anywhere.

⑸Livelihood becomemore and more difficult due to foodsfoodsfoods
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(more than 80%CO2 cutting).

⑵Geo-engineering ofArcticArcticArctic

Arctic

CoolingCoolingCooling

Cooling

to stop ice lid retreat(albedo feedback).

Following are optional items in the strict restricting condion of ⑴⑵.
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energy.

⒜new energy development and foods saving tasks in climate becoming wild.

⒝design on new economy & administration regime with minimum carbon energy.

⒞Most of people become public servants and work by national plan in semi-wartime regime.

Certainly those are outrageous,however without those operations,we would be extincted.
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fromfromfrom
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authorauthorauthor

author

(2013/7/11).
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Overwhelming

JudgmentJudgmentJudgment

Judgment

ofofof
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ScienceScienceScience
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Conclusionary to tell,it has been due to your vague attitudes that policy makers could not

make decisive decisions to tackle against climate corrupting.
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maymaymay
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passedpassedpassed

passed

outoutout
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!!!
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,,,

,

,but you must accomplish emer-

gent debate to concentrate to be unique global action against Arctic Methane Catastrophe

with more than 80% CO2 global cutting(*0.3℃rise).It is thethethe

the

lastlastlast

last

overwhelmingoverwhelmingoverwhelming

overwhelming

judgmentjudgmentjudgment

judgment

ofofof

of

science!!!.science!!!.science!!!.

science!!!.

Already,we have not sufficient time anymore<see climate time estimation

table. http://www.777true.net/Climate-Time-Estimation-Table.pdf

*Even possible minimum 0.3℃ rise could not be told safe as for Arctic and global.

Thereby,geo-engineering becomes necessary.

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/the-need-for-geo-engineering.html

http://www.777true.net/EGT5.pdf <this site explains 0.3℃ rise by maximum carbon

1)Goedel's CompletenessCompletenessCompleteness

Completeness

TheoremTheoremTheorem

Theorem

proved unique being of truth in theory which could

be either deterministic or probabilitical.

2)Warning2)Warning2)Warning

2)Warning
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Emergent

Group.Group.Group.

Group.

Unless emergent drastic global counter measure, 201520152015

2015

±2 would be tipping point toward

fireball earth in fewfewfew

few

decadesdecadesdecades

decades

!!.

http://www.ameg.me/

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/global-extinction-within-one-human.html

http://www.777true.net/Time-Estimation-on-Arctic-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

Even as though, we could not be enough. The last possibility is geo-engineeringgeo-engineeringgeo-engineering

geo-engineering
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andandand
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OceansOceansOceans

Oceans

coolingcoolingcooling

cooling

.

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/

Certainly the scale of geo-engineering is outrageous !!!,however the sclae of comingcomingcoming

coming

hellhellhell

hell

by climate disasters with ethical corruption in decades would be more outrageous !!!!!.

If people could have known the reality of the latter ,they would opt way with global geo-

engineering !!! ..

3)To tell from very origin of the cause, thethethe
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OILOILOIL
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by the

minor noble elites has been ruling this world not to reveal the fatal reality.Thereby before

taking those task,we have to accomplish globalglobalglobal

global

revolutionrevolutionrevolution

revolution

to turn upside down this world!!

http://www.777true.net/ New-Regime-Design-to-Turn-the-Upside-Down-World-at-Now.pdf

http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf

Even suchsuchsuch

such

revolutionrevolutionrevolution
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could be possible by your thethethe

the
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last

overwhelmingoverwhelmingoverwhelming

overwhelming

judgmentjudgmentjudgment

judgment

of science !

http://www.777true.net/Climate-Time-Estimation-Table.pdf
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/the-need-for-geo-engineering.html
http://www.777true.net/EGT5.pdf
http://www.ameg.me/ &#160; 
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/global-extinction-within-one-human.html
http://www.777true.net/Time-Estimation-on-Arctic-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/&#160;&#160; 
http://www.777true.net/ New-Regime-Design-to-Turn-the-Upside-Down-World-at-Now.pdf 
http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf


4)From the Liberation(France),president Putin is told to delete the Russian Academy of

Science ?,however I could not know the reason.In my view,also global climate reseachers

association should be deleted in order to accomplish thethethe
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It is the last your duty(the sacred war).After all,you would be nothing,but become heroherohero

hero

!!!.!!!.!!!.

!!!.

This is also no regret policy for climate scientists themselves.
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...

.

Another decisive task may be revolutionrevolutionrevolution

revolution

in non-

carbon energy engineering,as for it,see attached PDF,however it is incomplete note at now.

6)Also president Obama once told , I will will will direct my Cabinet to come up with

executive actions we can take, now and in the future,

http://www.whitehouse.gov/state-of-the-union-2013
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too
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late.

Truly yours, editor:motoji-SUZUKI.、

PS:Certainly last chapter of thethethe

the

BibleBibleBible

Bible

warned coming doomsday of mankind due to their sin.

However the Bible's main mission is teach on mankind's repentance, which is nothing,but

revolution.

TheTheThe

The

BibleBibleBible

Bible

,,,

,

Ephesians.Ephesians.Ephesians.

Ephesians.

6:12For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against prin-

cipalities, against powers,against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual

wickedness in high places. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may

be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having

your loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your

feetshod with the preparation of the gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith,

wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.

http://www.whitehouse.gov/state-of-the-union-2013
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2013/6/20,7/14

In this partⅥ,we entirely seek necessary non-carbon energy engineering to simultaneously

adapt carbon reduction and to save our lives.It must be drastic change in the civilization.

Our target is more than 80％ reduction,which is minimum to save this world.

The optimizationoptimizationoptimization

optimization

of global energy policy needs good planning and exact simulation.

However ,this report is mere instant ideas collection only,but not a complete one.

⑵Total report on "renewable energy" is here.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy
http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=renewable+energy+cost+comparison&sa=X&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GGHP_jaJP526JP526&tb

m=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&ei=hY3BUe7fMsPSkwWZmYD4CA&ved=0CC4QsAQ&biw=1280&bih=732

⑶CarbonCarbonCarbon
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absolutely
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limited

onlyonlyonly

only

basicbasicbasic

basic

andandand

and

specialspecialspecial

special

needs.needs.needs.

needs.

It could not be banned for people who could not coocking without carbon energy.

Another special exception is very important problem.

Themost heat consuming in homes is bathingbathingbathing

bathing

,which must be solar heater.

⑷TheTheThe
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costperformancecostperformancecostperformance

costperformance
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is

mostmostmost

most

establishedestablishedestablished
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clasicalclasicalclasical
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methodmethodmethod

method
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of
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solar

heaterheaterheater

heater

forforfor

for

cooking,watercooking,watercooking,water

cooking,water

boilingboilingboiling

boiling

,,,

,

&&&
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windwindwind

wind

turbineturbineturbine

turbine

electricelectricelectric

electric

powerpowerpower

power

generating.generating.generating.

generating.

http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=solar+heater+pictures&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GGHP_jaJP526JP526&tbm=is

ch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=pUxrUZHlCpOjiQfF2IGgCQ&ved=0CC8QsAQ&biw=1280&bih=732

http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=solar+heater+cooker,pictures&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GGHP_jaJP526JP526&tbm=isch&t

bo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=_UxrUZfVLsnliAfI8IHQCQ&ved=0CC8QsAQ&biw=1280&bih=732

http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=wind+turbine&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GGHP_jaJP526JP526&tbm=isch

&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=dF1tUfzHKomhiAeyt4HYBQ&ved=0CEcQsAQ&biw=1280&bih=732

⑴Overwhelming oiloiloil

oil

industryindustryindustry

industry

rulingrulingruling

ruling

has been suppressing non-carbonnon-carbonnon-carbon

non-carbon

engineeringengineeringengineering

engineering

.Without which,we could have already gotten good non-carbon energy

engineering !!!.Author noticed that lesslessless

less

popularizationpopularizationpopularization

popularization

ofofof

of

renewablerenewablerenewable

renewable

energyenergyenergy

energy

is due to the

higher cost(than carbon energy),which might be something conspiracical. For

example,wind turbine plant cost and that of photovoltaics happen to be almost the

same.Possible massive energy of solarsolarsolar

solar

heatheatheat

heat

and marinemarinemarine

marine

energyenergyenergy

energy

seems not to have been

faithfully being developed and popularized. ConclusionalyConclusionalyConclusionaly

Conclusionaly

tototo

to

tell,theretell,theretell,there

tell,there

areareare

are

manymanymany

many

mysteriesmysteriesmysteries

mysteries

andandand

and

tragedies(tragedies(tragedies(

tragedies(

N.Tesla,Stanley Meyer, Bruce Depalma,....)around)around)around

)around

newnewnew

new

energyenergyenergy

energy

technologytechnologytechnology

technology

!!!.!!!.!!!.

!!!.

This is also actual experience of author-himself(B wave technology).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy
http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=renewable+energy+cost+comparison&sa=X&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GGHP_jaJP526JP526&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&ei=hY3BUe7fMsPSkwWZmYD4CA&ved=0CC4QsAQ&biw=1280&bih=732
http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=renewable+energy+cost+comparison&sa=X&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GGHP_jaJP526JP526&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&ei=hY3BUe7fMsPSkwWZmYD4CA&ved=0CC4QsAQ&biw=1280&bih=732


⑸ccc

c

lll

l

aaa

a

sss

s

sicalsicalsical

sical

hydroelectricityhydroelectricityhydroelectricity

hydroelectricity

...

.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydroelectricity

This established technology is good performance in cost and stability.GlobalGlobalGlobal

Global

electricalelectricalelectrical

electrical

powerpowerpower

power

consumptionconsumptionconsumption

consumption

is estimated about 12x1012x1012x10

12x10

121212

12

Kw,Kw,Kw,

Kw,

while undeveloppedundeveloppedundevelopped

undevelopped

potentialpotentialpotential

potential

resoucesresoucesresouces

resouces

in advanced nations is estimated about 17x1017x1017x10

17x10

121212

12

KwKwKw

Kw

,which is outrageous sources

!!!. ☞:the big construction sometime face environmental corruption.

⑹micromicromicro

micro

hydroelectricityhydroelectricityhydroelectricity

hydroelectricity

Undevelopped resources are estimated 1.2x106Kw(2004) in Japan
http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=micro+hydroelectricity&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GGHP_jaJP526JP526&tbm=isch&

tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=4nHBUZrTNYeckgX7j4CgDA&ved=0CDcQsAQ&biw=1280&bih=732

⑺stabilizedstabilizedstabilized

stabilized

geothermalgeothermalgeothermal

geothermal

energyenergyenergy

energy

hashashas

has

goodgoodgood

good

potentialpotentialpotential

potential

atatat

at

luckyluckylucky

lucky

volcanovolcanovolcano

volcano

areasareasareas

areas

.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geothermal_energy

http://zasshi.news.yahoo.co.jp/article?a=20130611-00000713-playboyz-soci

Estimated possible resource amount are USA＝3GＷ,Indonesia＝2.78GＷ, Japan 2.35GＷ

(consuming total＝34GＷ),philippine＝0.6x106ｋＷ

⑻marinemarinemarine

marine

energyenergyenergy

energy

forforfor

for

electricelectricelectric

electric

powerpowerpower

power

andandand

and

H2H2H2

H2

gasgasgas

gas

generationgenerationgeneration

generation

<G＝109,T=1012>.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marine_energy

OffshoreOffshoreOffshore

Offshore

Marine(&Marine(&Marine(&

Marine(&

Wind)Wind)Wind)

Wind)

EnergyEnergyEnergy

Energy

could be expected huge energy resource for generatinggeneratinggenerating

generating

hydrogenhydrogenhydrogen

hydrogen

gasgasgas

gas

by electrical power due to marine and wind energy,then the gas could be

transported to lands by ships.Then hydrogen gas could become alternative with oil.

http://www.riam.kyushu-u.ac.jp/windeng/en_aboutus_detail04_03.html

http://www.f-suiso.jp/bunkakai.html

Theoretical global ocean energy

resource Capacity(Capacity(Capacity(

Capacity(

GWGWGW

GW

)))

)

AnnualAnnualAnnual

Annual

gen.gen.gen.

gen.

(((

(

TWTWTW

TW

···

·

hhh

h

)))

)

FormFormForm

Form

5,000 50,000 Marine current power

20 2,000 Osmotic power

1,000 10,000 Ocean thermal energy

90 800 Tidal energy

1,000—9,000 8,000—80,000 Wave energy

17,000 150,000 Oceanogenic Power

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydroelectricity
http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=micro+hydroelectricity&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GGHP_jaJP526JP526&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=4nHBUZrTNYeckgX7j4CgDA&ved=0CDcQsAQ&biw=1280&bih=732
http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=micro+hydroelectricity&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GGHP_jaJP526JP526&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=4nHBUZrTNYeckgX7j4CgDA&ved=0CDcQsAQ&biw=1280&bih=732
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geothermal_energy
http://zasshi.news.yahoo.co.jp/article?a=20130611-00000713-playboyz-soci
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marine_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terawatt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/wiki/TW%E3%83%BBh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marine_current_power
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osmotic_power
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ocean_thermal_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tidal_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wave_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy_in_Panama
http://www.riam.kyushu-u.ac.jp/windeng/en_aboutus_detail04_03.html
http://www.f-suiso.jp/bunkakai.html


⑼highhighhigh

high

efficiencyefficiencyefficiency

efficiency

wavewavewave

wave

powerpowerpower

power

generatorgeneratorgenerator

generator

bybyby

by

usingusingusing

using

gyro.gyro.gyro.

gyro.

⒜Sea wave at near coast has energy density few KW/m, and few 10Kw/m in ocean.

http://jstshingi.jp/bunya/pdf/072807.pdf

http://members.jcom.home.ne.jp/kobysh/experiment/gyro/gyro.html

Total wave power resouce in Japan coast lines＝36GW.

http://www.rist.or.jp/atomica/data/dat_detail.php?Title_No=01-05-01-08

*cos2x＝cos2x-sin2x＝1－2sin2x. sin2x＝(1-cos2x)/2

P＝(A2gρ/2)∫0
L/2dxsin2(2πx/L)＝(A2gρ/4)∫0

L/2dx[1-cos(4πx/L)]＝(LA2gρ/8)

f＝1/T；W＝2fP＝2(LA2gρ/8T)＝vA2gρ/4.

Example)v＝3m/s,A＝1.5m,g＝9.8m/s2,ρ＝1000kg/m3.→ W＝16.5KW/m

v＝2m/s,A＝1.0m,g＝9.8m/s2,ρ＝1000kg/m3.→ W＝4.9KW/m

⒞Following is author's instant idea of wave power generator by direct mechanical energy

transformation(however,this is not assured by experiment)..

Asin(2πx/L-ωt)

x

v＝L/T

L=wave length,

T=cycle time

⒝WaveWaveWave

Wave

EnergyEnergyEnergy

Energy

CalculationCalculationCalculation

Calculation

(mass(mass(mass

(mass

potentialpotentialpotential

potential

energy)energy)energy)

energy)

:::

:

P＝∫0
L/2dx∫0

f(x)dy.y.g.ρ

＝gρ∫0
L/2dx∫0

f(x)dy.y＝(gρ/2)∫0
L/2dxf(x)2

＝(A2gρ/2)∫0
L/2dxsin2(2πx/L)＝(LA2gρ/8)

W＝2Pf＝2P/T＝vA2gρ/4.

http://jstshingi.jp/bunya/pdf/072807.pdf
http://members.jcom.home.ne.jp/kobysh/experiment/gyro/gyro.html
http://www.rist.or.jp/atomica/data/dat_detail.php?Title_No=01-05-01-08


⑽SolarSolarSolar

Solar

PhotovoltaicsPhotovoltaicsPhotovoltaics

Photovoltaics

plantplantplant

plant

cost:cost:cost:

cost:

1KW plant cost≒￥285000、

円＝yen(28500yen＝285$),1KWあたり＝per 1Kw.

⑾WindWindWind

Wind

TurbineTurbineTurbine

Turbine

plantplantplant

plant

costcostcost

cost

:1KW plant cost≒￥250000、<１＄≒￥100>

⒜2.5MW is typical output power with cost 1unit(2MW)＝0.5b¥..

Global resource for wind turbine is about 58.8TW,while global consuming is 14TW.

power demand in Japan＝35GW,
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E9%A2%A8%E5%8A%9B%E7%99%BA%E9%9B%BB

⒝"""

"

MaximumMaximumMaximum

Maximum

theoreticaltheoreticaltheoretical

theoretical

efficiencyefficiencyefficiency

efficiency

ofofof

of

windwindwind

wind

turbineturbineturbine

turbine

η＝LLL

L

max/W=0.593/W=0.593/W=0.593

/W=0.593

"""

"

;;;

;

http://www.rmkoubou.mce.uec.ac.jp/contents/Report/windcar/column-2.html

constant＝ρV2/２＋P＋gρ.(((

(

EnergyEnergyEnergy

Energy

conservationconservationconservation

conservation

lowlowlow

low

bybyby

by

BBB

B

ernoulliernoulliernoulli

ernoulli

TheoremTheoremTheorem

Theorem

)))

)

。

"""

"

ActualActualActual

Actual

efficiencyefficiencyefficiency

efficiency

η＝202020

20

～45%45%45%

45%

"""

"

⒞L＝outputoutputoutput

output

powerpowerpower

power

calculationcalculationcalculation

calculation

withwithwith

with

windwindwind

wind

attenuationattenuationattenuation

attenuation

rateraterate

rate

＝aaa

a

（0<a<10<a<10<a<1

0<a<1

）、

L(W)=πR2ρV3(1-a)(1+a)2/4

W＝πR2ρV3/２....input wind kinetic energy.

example calculation:

ρ＝1.2Kg/m3,,R＝75m,V＝16m/s. →W=1700KW(η=40%).

ρ＝1.2Kg/m3,,R＝75m,V＝６m/s. →W=690KW(η=30%).

http://www.mhi.co.jp/products/expand/wind_kiso07.html

http://www.rmkoubou.mce.uec.ac.jp/contents/Report/windcar/column-4.html

http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E9%A2%A8%E5%8A%9B%E7%99%BA%E9%9B%BB
http://www.rmkoubou.mce.uec.ac.jp/contents/Report/windcar/column-2.html
http://www.mhi.co.jp/products/expand/wind_kiso07.html
http://www.rmkoubou.mce.uec.ac.jp/contents/Report/windcar/column-4.html


⑿AmazingAmazingAmazing

Amazing

SaphonianSaphonianSaphonian

Saphonian

BladeBladeBlade

Blade

-less-less-less

-less

WindWindWind

Wind

TurbineTurbineTurbine

Turbine

！！！ ...

.

This is revolutionalrevolutionalrevolutional

revolutional

technologytechnologytechnology

technology

overcoming ordinal wind turbine efficiency and cost !!!.

http://www.gizmag.com/saphonian-bladeless-wind-turbine/24890/

http://www.greenoptimistic.com/2012/11/08/saphonian-bladeless-wind-turbine/

http://www.defence.pk/forums/middle-east-africa/245228-saphonian-future.html

⒜hydraulichydraulichydraulic

hydraulic

systemsystemsystem

system

configulationconfigulationconfigulation

configulation

(imagined by author,so not assured).

http://image.gihyo.co.jp/assets/files/book/2009/978-4-7741-3781-0/9784774137810-01.pdf

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydraulic_pump

Author could not look the detailed mechanism of the Saphonian,so following are his

imagined ones. Almost wind kinetic energy is transformed to pressure one in the

Saphonian,which is a kernel of higherhigherhigher

higher

efficiencyefficiencyefficiency

efficiency

than that of ordinal wind turbine.

⒝"Why"Why"Why

"Why

ordinalordinalordinal

ordinal

windwindwind

wind

turbineturbineturbine

turbine

cancancan

can

notnotnot

not

bebebe

be

highhighhigh

high

efficiencyefficiencyefficiency

efficiency

?!!!".?!!!".?!!!".

?!!!".

W

before after

Ｖb Ｖa＜Ｖb

Ｗb＝πR2Vb
3ρ/2. Ｗa＝πR2Va3ρ/2

(input) (output)

If we could Ｖa＝0(η=1),

then maximum efficiency

could be accomplished.

However normal wind turbine

could not,but η＜40％.

http://www.gizmag.com/saphonian-bladeless-wind-turbine/24890/
http://www.greenoptimistic.com/2012/11/08/saphonian-bladeless-wind-turbine/
http://www.defence.pk/forums/middle-east-africa/245228-saphonian-future.html
http://image.gihyo.co.jp/assets/files/book/2009/978-4-7741-3781-0/9784774137810-01.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydraulic_pump


⒞Below is modified version by author. Cone acts as pressurepressurepressure

pressure

amplifieramplifieramplifier

amplifier

with high

efficiency(however,this is not assured by experiment).

hydraulic motor(gear)motor has high efficiency as 90％.

⒟:constant energy density＝ρV2/２＋P＋ρg. (Bernoulli(Bernoulli(Bernoulli

(Bernoulli

TheoremTheoremTheorem

Theorem

)))

)

...

.

1atm＝1.01325 ×105N/m2.

ρ＝1.2kg/m3，V＝6m/s → Ｗ＝ρV3/2＝216W/m2.

If cone mouth area Ｓ＝10m2(R＝1.8m),ＳＷ＝2.16KW/m2.
Then unit faces strong wind force,so the construction must be tough enough.

⒀SolarSolarSolar

Solar

HeaterHeaterHeater

Heater

:1KW/m2 plant cost≒￥1000～?(thethethe

the

lowestlowestlowest

lowest

costcostcost

cost

plantplantplant

plant

!!!!!!!!!

!!!

)、

It is curious thethethe

the

bestbestbest

best

costcostcost

cost

performanceperformanceperformance

performance

tools could not have been popularized in global.

Especially water heating is most heat consumptive,while this tech does not become popular.

SolarSolarSolar

Solar

waterwaterwater

water

heatingheatingheating

heating

basicsbasicsbasics

basics

http://www.builditsolar.com/Projects/WaterHeating/water_heating.htm#Basics

SolarSolarSolar

Solar

WaterWaterWater

Water

HeatingHeatingHeating

Heating

http://www.wbdg.org/resources/swheating.php

http://www.homepower.com/

DESIGNDESIGNDESIGN

DESIGN

ANDANDAND

AND

DEVELOPMENTDEVELOPMENTDEVELOPMENT

DEVELOPMENT

OFOFOF

OF

AAA

A

PARABOLICPARABOLICPARABOLIC

PARABOLIC

DISHDISHDISH

DISH

SOLARSOLARSOLAR

SOLAR

WATERWATERWATER

WATER

HEATERHEATERHEATER

HEATER

http://www.ijera.com/papers/Vol2_issue1/EF021822830.pdf

DesignDesignDesign

Design

principleprincipleprinciple

principle

andandand

and

thethethe

the

calculationscalculationscalculations

calculations

.

http://www.777true.net/Solar-Heater-the-principle-and-the-design.pdf

http://www.777true.net/the-extra-corrected-version.pdf

http://www.777true.net/heat-insulator-by-doble-Al-shiled.pdf

http://www.builditsolar.com/Projects/WaterHeating/water_heating.htm
http://www.wbdg.org/resources/swheating.php
http://www.homepower.com/
http://www.ijera.com/papers/Vol2_issue1/EF021822830.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Solar-Heater-the-principle-and-the-design.pdf
http://www.777true.net/the-extra-corrected-version.pdf
http://www.777true.net/heat-insulator-by-doble-Al-shiled.pdf


⒁ananan

an

energyenergyenergy

energy

alternativealternativealternative

alternative

withwithwith

with

oil(oil(oil(

oil(

＝hydrogenhydrogenhydrogen

hydrogen

gasgasgas

gas

forforfor

for

vehiclesvehiclesvehicles

vehicles

).).).

).

In global regime of 80% CO2 reduction,energy for transportationtransportationtransportation

transportation

is serious.Since almost

now vehicle has been depending on oiloiloil

oil

.A possible way for mitigation may be as follows,

which are not due to exact calculation with data,but author's coarse imagined one.Now you

should be almost a homeless,but not wish to be in past wasteful life,or will you wish hell ?.

Ⅰ:LocalLocalLocal

Local

Self-SufficiencySelf-SufficiencySelf-Sufficiency

Self-Sufficiency

by producing and consuming by a local area-ownselves.

ThisThisThis

This

isisis

is

thethethe

the

bestbestbest

best

policypolicypolicy

policy

,,,

,

however,minimumminimumminimum

minimum

goodsgoodsgoods

goods

exchangingexchangingexchanging

exchanging

between areas would

be necessary for the time being.Then following would be favorable.

Ⅱ:ElectricalElectricalElectrical

Electrical

RailRailRail

Rail

WayWayWay

Way

(trolley(trolley(trolley

(trolley

carcarcar

car

,subway,subway,subway

,subway

)))

)

thethethe

the

bestbestbest

best

energyenergyenergy

energy

performanceperformanceperformance

performance

ononon

on

lands,lands,lands,

lands,

Efficiency of electrical motor(＞200W)is told more than 70%.

Especially de-acceleration generates power.

Ⅲ:Ship:Ship:Ship

:Ship

forforfor

for

massmassmass

mass

transportationtransportationtransportation

transportation

ononon

on

seaseasea

sea

andandand

and

rivers.rivers.rivers.

rivers.

LargerLargerLarger

Larger

SailboatSailboatSailboat

Sailboat

isisis

is

best,best,best,

best,

Ⅳ:nonono

no

aaa

a

iii

i

rplane,butrplane,butrplane,but

rplane,but

balloonballoonballoon

balloon

ship.ship.ship.

ship.

Ⅴ:cattlescattlescattles

cattles

usageusageusage

usage

asasas

as

oldoldold

old

fashion,fashion,fashion,

fashion,

bicyclebicyclebicycle

bicycle

lifelifelife

life

isisis

is

bestbestbest

best

ininin

in

area,area,area,

area,

Ⅵ:"m"m"m

"m

assiveassiveassive

assive

hydrogenhydrogenhydrogen

hydrogen

gasgasgas

gas

supplyingsupplyingsupplying

supplying

"""

"

bybyby

by

non-carbonnon-carbonnon-carbon

non-carbon

electricalelectricalelectrical

electrical

powerspowerspowers

powers

This may be unique alternative with oil for the time being.

Thereby,hydrogen gas generation(＝HG)technology is decisive in failure or success

of operation GLOBAL RAMADAN aiming global salvation in climate crisis.

⒜waterwaterwater

water

fuelfuelfuel

fuel

＝hhh

h

ydrogenydrogenydrogen

ydrogen

gasgasgas

gas

generationgenerationgeneration

generation

bybyby

by

non-DCnon-DCnon-DC

non-DC

,but,but,but

,but

pulsepulsepulse

pulse

currentcurrentcurrent

current

electrolysis.electrolysis.electrolysis.

electrolysis.

http://www.777true.net/Water-Electrolysis-by-Charge-Density-Wave-could-Create-Energy.pdf

This is also calledwaterwaterwater

water

fuelfuelfuel

fuel

(by Stanley Meyer USA).Gas energy is larger than electrical

power input in the electrolysis.Why can the energy come from ?!.In author's view,

It is due to chargechargecharge

charge

densitydensitydensity

density

wave(CDW)wave(CDW)wave(CDW)

wave(CDW)

current,which is radiated from capacitive antenna.

without no power consuming but some loss energy.More essentially to tell,it is due to

０＝positivepositivepositive

positive

mattermattermatter

matter

energyenergyenergy

energy

－negativenegativenegative

negative

gravitygravitygravity

gravity

fieldfieldfield

field

(energy conservation low).
http://www.777true.net/BWG.pdf

This universe-itself was created from nothing energy by this way(authorizedauthorizedauthorized

authorized

theorytheorytheory

theory

).

Positive energy increase is related with mass one as ΔE＝Δmc2 by Einstein formula.

Then mass increase also increases gravitygravitygravity

gravity

fieldfieldfield

field

intensity which is negative energy.

As is electrolysis of chemical reaction with small electrode,gas generation amount could not

be so much,however small vehicle is told to be driven by the energy.If author has enough

time and money,he has been wishing to join the R&D.

http://www.777true.net/BWG.pdf


⒝MassiveMassiveMassive

Massive

HHH

H

222

2

GasGasGas

Gas

GenerationGenerationGeneration

Generation

bybyby

by

OOO

O

ffshoreffshoreffshore

ffshore

Marine(&Marine(&Marine(&

Marine(&

Wind)Wind)Wind)

Wind)

Energy.Energy.Energy.

Energy.

OffshoreOffshoreOffshore

Offshore

Marine(&Marine(&Marine(&

Marine(&

Wind)Wind)Wind)

Wind)

EnergyEnergyEnergy

Energy

could be expected huge energy resource for generatinggeneratinggenerating

generating

hydrogenhydrogenhydrogen

hydrogen

gasgasgas

gas

by electrical power due to marine and wind energy,then the gas could be

transported to lands by ships.Then hydrogen gas could become alternative with oil.

http://www.riam.kyushu-u.ac.jp/windeng/en_aboutus_detail04_03.html

http://www.f-suiso.jp/bunkakai.html

Offcourse,it could be also in land by wind-turbine fuculty.

⒞BrownBrownBrown

Brown

Gas:Gas:Gas:

Gas:

Similar with water fuel,so called Brown gas has been being neglected both in established

academism and industry. This is also told over 100% efficiency.However author could not

have sufficient learning and physical validity,however which never means denying,but some

had already established actual business.

WhatWhatWhat

What

isisis

is

Brown'sBrown'sBrown's

Brown's

GasGasGas

Gas

http://www.eagle-research.com/browngas/whatisbg/whatis.php

BrownBrownBrown

Brown

GasGasGas

Gas

.com.com.com

.com

http://brownsgas.com/

OHMASA-GASOHMASA-GASOHMASA-GAS

OHMASA-GAS

(Japanese)

http://www.ktpc.or.jp/kp/101600/product-16.html

NeutralizationNeutralizationNeutralization

Neutralization

ofofof

of

radioradioradio

radio

activeactiveactive

active

contaminantscontaminantscontaminants

contaminants

bybyby

by

BrownBrownBrown

Brown

GasGasGas

Gas

!!!!!!

!!

http://www.777true.net/Brown-Gas-the-mechanism-of-the-obsucurity.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Real-Image-of-quantum-Chemical-Reaction.pdf

Brown Gas burning is implosion(rapid gas volume shrinking)which can cause chargechargecharge

charge

vanishingvanishingvanishing

vanishing

effect(chargeeffect(chargeeffect(charge

effect(charge

implosion)implosion)implosion)

implosion)

.It is stong catalyzer field overcoming electric potential

barrier of chemical bonding to melt metal. Maybe radio active (quantum)state of nuclei could

transittransittransit

transit

to ground state by exterior purturbation to nuclei by the effect.

*it is a pradoxpradoxpradox

pradox

that separated charges at unitunitunit

unit

volumevolumevolume

volume

can cause strongstrongstrong

strong

electiricelectiricelectiric

electiric

field,field,field,

field,

while many gathered charges at unit volume become less electiric field within the volume,

but fact proved by exact and simple math concept.People who hate with each other never

come together(repulsive) when they can face in low crowded condtion,while high crowded

condtion,they could not face,but except theirtheirtheir

their

instantaneousinstantaneousinstantaneous

instantaneous

collisioncollisioncollision

collision

.
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http://brownsgas.com/
http://www.ktpc.or.jp/kp/101600/product-16.html
http://www.777true.net/Brown-Gas-the-mechanism-of-the-obsucurity.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Real-Image-of-quantum-Chemical-Reaction.pdf

